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Several recent publications indicate that the maximum stimulation of muscle protein fractional synthetic
rate occurs with intake of 20e30 g protein. This ﬁnding has led to the concept that there is a maximal
anabolic response to protein intake with a meal, and that the normal amount of protein eaten with
dinner will generally exceed the maximally-effective intake of protein.
However, protein breakdown has not been taken into account when evaluating the anabolic response
to protein intake. Protein anabolism occurs only when protein synthesis exceeds protein breakdown.
Higher protein intakes when protein synthesis is maximized is characterized by suppressed protein
breakdown and via that mechanism leads to a greater anabolic response. This explains why when net
protein synthesis is measured, the relationship between amino acid availability and net gain remains
linear, without any apparent plateau of effect at higher levels of availability.
We conclude that there is no practical upper limit to the anabolic response to protein or amino acid
intake in the context of a meal.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd and European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The principal nutritional goal of a protein-rich meal is to induce
an anabolic state in which muscle protein synthesis exceeds the
rate of breakdown. Several recent publications, including our own,1
indicate that the maximum stimulation of muscle protein fractional
synthetic rate (FSR) occurs with intake of 20e30 g protein. This
ﬁnding has led to the concept that there is a maximal anabolic
response to protein intake with a meal, and that the normal amount
of protein eaten with dinner will generally exceed the maximallyeffective intake of protein.2 However, the extent of muscle
protein anabolism (the anabolic response) is not simply the
response of muscle protein FSR, but rather the net balance between
the response of FSR and the rate of protein breakdown. Account has
generally not been taken of protein breakdown when evaluating
the anabolic response to protein intake. It is also important that
many previous protein doseeresponse studies have considered the
response to ingestion of pure amino acids, an isolated protein, or
protein occurring in a particular food source (e.g. meat or milk)
rather than in the context of a complete meal. We will review the
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anabolic response to protein or amino acid intake in isolation and in
the context of a complete meal in order to address the question of
whether there is a maximal anabolic response to protein intake
with a meal.
2. Measurement of the anabolic response
When speciﬁc amino acid isotopes are infused as tracers in
plasma or consumed with a meal, all proteins in the body will
incorporate the labeled amino acids at rates that reﬂect the fractional synthetic rate (FSR) of the protein. The amount of tracer
incorporated in a measured amount of time, corrected for the
enrichment of the tracer in the precursor pool, enables calculation
of the FSR for the protein in the tissue sampled. In the case of
muscle, speciﬁc proteins (e.g. myoﬁbrillar protein) may be isolated
from the tissue and the synthesis rate calculated separately.
Muscle FSR only identiﬁes the synthesis rate of muscle protein.
All proteins in the body are in a constant state of turnover, meaning
that there is simultaneous synthesis and breakdown. The net gain
in muscle protein over time, or the anabolic response, is calculated
as the difference between the rate of synthesis and the rate of
protein breakdown. Although it is possible to measure the muscle
fractional protein degradation rate (muscle FBR), this is not a very
common measurement as it requires a more complicated experimental protocol, additional blood sampling, and complicated
calculations,3 especially during feeding. An alternative approach to
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calculating muscle protein synthesis and breakdown is to measure
the balance of speciﬁc amino acids across the leg or arm. This
approach requires arterial and venous catheterization and
measurement of tissue blood ﬂow, and consequently over recent
years has been used infrequently in human subjects. Furthermore,
the reliability of this method to measure protein breakdown is
limited in the non-steady state that exists after ingestion of amino
acids or a protein meal.4 A three pool arterialevenous (aev) model
that also includes a tissue biopsy improves accuracy and enables an
estimation of protein breakdown in the non-steady state.5
Whole body protein synthesis and breakdown can also be
measured in response to protein meals. This approach uses the
addition of isotopes to the meal and the infusion of isotopes into the
blood stream and collection of blood and/or exhaled CO2.
Commonly used approaches are the addition of phenylalanine/
leucine to the meal (taking into account absorption kinetics, either
as a free amino acid or within a labeled protein), infusion of labeled
tyrosine and phenylalanine and collection of blood or the infusion
of labeled leucine and collection of blood and exhaled air. Although
the measurement of whole body protein synthesis and breakdown
is theoretically limited by the fact that all of the tissues are included
in the measurement of net protein synthesis, during feeding it is
often assumed that muscle protein synthesis and breakdown
comprise a large portion of the whole body response above the
basal value. There are technical advantages to determining whole
body protein synthesis and breakdown, because no muscle biopsies
are required and frequent blood sampling enables reasonable
calculation of both synthesis and breakdown during amino acid or
protein absorption.
Measurement of muscle FSR is technically and theoretically the
most straight forward technique with which to assess the response
of muscle protein synthesis to a protein meal, but it is limited
because it gives us only half of the information needed to determine the anabolic response to a protein meal. The anabolic
response can only be determined when synthesis and breakdown
are measured simultaneously.
2.1. Which approach provides the best measure of the anabolic
response?
The anabolic response is traditionally equated with muscle
anabolism, so the measurement of protein synthesis and breakdown directly in muscle is obviously important in determining the
nature and magnitude of the anabolic response. However,
measurement of protein synthesis and breakdown at the whole
body level is also of value when evaluating the anabolic response.
The principal factor differentiating the responses to different types
or amounts of protein is the resulting change in amino acid
concentrations and proﬁles in the blood. However, not all of the
amino acids absorbed from the digestion of protein appear directly
in peripheral blood. Following ingestion of intact protein some of
the digested amino acids are retained in the splanchnic area
(splanchnic extraction). This retention mainly takes place in the
gut,6 which can function as a labile protein pool that the body uses
as a temporarily storage pool of essential amino acids.7 The gut has
a high protein turnover rate and is therefore capable of rapidly
retaining amino acids for protein synthesis, then releasing those
amino acids over time for eventual incorporation into protein in
other tissues, in particular muscle. Measurement of the acute
response of muscle protein metabolism to intake of protein may
therefore underestimate the total anabolic response over time. The
total anabolic response from a nutritional standpoint is determined
by the total gain of body protein, and for this reason, the determination of the whole body response is important. The ideal
scenario is to measure both the whole body and muscle protein

synthesis and breakdown, thereby enabling the determination of
the anabolic response both at the whole body level and in muscle.
2.2. What is the mechanism of net anabolism?
The net balance between muscle protein synthesis and breakdown distinguishes the catabolic state (breakdown exceeds
synthesis) from the anabolic state (synthesis exceeds breakdown).
The relationship between muscle protein turnover and plasma and
intracellular essential amino acids is shown schematically in Fig. 1.
The synthesis of new protein is derived from the intracellular pool
of amino acids.8 The intracellular pool of essential amino acids
(amino acids not produced in signiﬁcant quantities in the body) is
the most important determinant of protein synthesis as the nonessential amino acids are readily available.9 These amino acids are
derived from protein breakdown and inward ﬂux from plasma. An
anabolic response requires that the inward ﬂux of amino acids
exceeds the rate of oxidation or transamination of those amino
acids within the muscle. In the post-absorptive state there is a net
efﬂux of amino acids from the muscle into the blood. The absorption of digested protein causes an increase in plasma amino acid
concentrations that result in an accelerated inward ﬂux into
muscle. The increased availability of intracellular essential amino
acids stimulates the synthesis of new protein, as reﬂected by the
measurement of muscle protein FSR.
The schematic representation in Fig. 1 illustrates that changes in
breakdown alone can never induce a shift from the catabolic state
to the anabolic state, since some of the amino acids released from
protein breakdown are oxidized or transaminated and therefore
not available for reincorporation into protein. On the other hand,
the rate of protein breakdown will always be linked to some extent
to the rate of synthesis because of the contribution of amino acids
from breakdown to the intracellular pool of amino acids. In fact
under most conditions, the majority of the intracellular pool of
amino acids is derived from protein breakdown rather than inward
ﬂux from plasma. Thus, when considering the role of amino acid
availability in regulating the rate of muscle protein synthesis it is
necessary to take account of not only the amino acids from plasma,
but also the amino acids that appear in the intracellular pool as
a consequence of protein breakdown. In a wide variety of circumstances we have found a direct linear relationship between the total

Fig. 1. The intracellular pool of amino acids is the precursor pool for muscle protein
synthesis. These amino acids can be derived from either protein breakdown or inward
transport of amino acids from plasma. In addition to being incorporated into protein,
intracellular amino acids can be oxidized or released into plasma.
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rate of appearance of essential amino acids into the intracellular
pool and the rate of muscle protein synthesis (Fig. 2). Thus, it is
clear that the measurement of protein synthesis can only be
interpreted in the context of the anabolic response when considered in relation to concurrent changes in the rate of breakdown,
and the total rate of appearance of amino acids intracellularly.
3. Why was the concept of maximal anabolic response
developed?
The fundamental observation that has led to the concept of
a maximal anabolic response to protein intake is that increases in
amino acid concentrations in plasma are directly related to the
stimulation of muscle protein synthesis up to a point, whereupon
further increases in plasma amino acid concentrations do not
translate to greater increases in protein synthesis. When the rate of
inﬂux of amino acids from plasma into muscle is modest relative to
the rate of protein synthesis, the intracellular concentrations of
amino acids remain relatively constant.10 Once the maximal rate of
synthesis is achieved, the intracellular concentrations of amino
acids begin to rise as a function of further increases in plasma
amino acid availability.10 The concentrations of the intracellular
amino acids presumably rise above the post-absorptive levels
because the maximal rate of incorporation into protein has been
reached. However, the point at which intracellular amino acid
concentration begin to increase does not necessarily coincide with
the maximal anabolic response. Rather, the anabolic response may
continue to increase as protein intake increases, even without the
further stimulation of protein synthesis. This response can occur if,
as appears to be the case,9 further increases in intracellular amino
acid concentrations provide a signal to limit the rate of protein
breakdown.
3.1. The role of insulin

that initiate protein synthesis, an increase in insulin concentration
without a concomitant increase in amino acid concentrations may
not affect or even decrease the rate of protein synthesis both in
muscle and at the whole body level. This is because the decreased
availability of amino acids resulting from the suppression of protein
breakdown overrides any stimulatory effect of insulin on protein
synthesis.11
In the setting of increased insulin and decreased endogenous
amino acid concentrations, ingestion of protein will cause a significantly lower peak response of the plasma amino acids concentrations than if the same amount of protein was ingested in the
absence of an insulin response. Also, insulin stimulates gut tissue
net protein synthesis that as a result causes less amino acids to
appear in the portal vein.6 As a consequence, the rate of protein
synthesis will likely increase to a smaller extent in the setting of
increased insulin concentration than if there was no insulin
response, even though the total anabolic response may be greater
because of the simultaneous suppression of protein breakdown.
Because of the reduction in the concentrations of endogenous
amino acids secondary to an increase in insulin concentration, the
apparent maximal synthetic response to protein intake may not
reﬂect the true capacity for synthesis because of limitations in total
amino acid availability. More importantly, the synthetic response in
the setting of elevated insulin does not reﬂect the maximal anabolic
response. The role of insulin in suppressing protein breakdown is
particularly important when considering the response to protein
intake in the context of a complete meal, in which the carbohydrate
can result in a signiﬁcant insulin response.
3.2. Is there an upper limit to the anabolic response to protein
intake with a meal?
The theory described above predicts that there would be no
practical limit to the anabolic response to protein intake with
a meal. With greater and greater carbohydrate and protein intake
a progressively greater insulin response will result, with subsequent suppression of protein breakdown, and thus a greater
anabolic response. Results from our recent studies (Fig. 3) and
studies of others12e17 in which whole body protein synthesis and
breakdown have been measured suggest that in fact the theory is
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Insulin is an anabolic hormone that is released at an increased
rate in response to ingestion of carbohydrate. Ingestion of certain
proteins and amino acids can also stimulate insulin release,
particularly when eaten in large quantities. In the physiological
range insulin inhibits protein breakdown, and as a result lowers
free amino acid levels in both the plasma and intracellular spaces.11
Although insulin is an anabolic hormone that activates the signals
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Fig. 2. The relationship between muscle protein synthesis (protein synthesis minus
breakdown) and the rate of intracellular appearance of amino acids. Rates were
determined in human subjects using a three pool model of leg protein metabolism.
Taken from Ref. 22.

Fig. 3. Relation between the intake of essential amino acids (represented by the
phenylalanine intake) and net protein synthesis after a bolus meal with a protein
mixture with added carbohydrates in a group of male and females between 45 and 70
years of age in the healthy condition and with disease such as chronic renal failure,
COPD and Cancer. All data are expressed per kg fat-free mass (ffm). Between 240 and
330 mmol phenylalanine is present in 1 g protein. With an average of about 50 kg of
ffm/subject, 100 mmol phenylalanine/kg ffm represents about 15e20 g of protein in the
bolus drink.
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correct and that this relation remains even at high protein intakes.
It is important to note that in all studies in which net protein
synthesis has been measured, the relationship between amino acid
availability and net gain is linear, with no plateau of effect at higher
levels of availability. From these data we must conclude that there
is no practical upper limit to the anabolic response to protein or
amino acid intake in the context of a meal.

containing higher levels of a balanced essential amino acid mixture,
will additionally stimulate protein anabolism.

4. Do the metabolic studies of the anabolic response
accurately predict the true anabolic response over days and
weeks?

Conﬂicts of interest/disclosures

From the discussion above, we concluded that there is no limit
to the increase in the net anabolic response to higher and higher
amounts of protein intake. While on the surface this observation
seems questionable, the same observation has been made repeatedly using the N-balance approach and more modern stable isotope
indicator methods also suggest continued protein accretion at
intakes greater than the requirement level.12e17 A variety of studies
substantiate that the tracer methods to quantify acute responses of
protein synthesis and breakdown accurately predict changes over
time in lean mass in tightly controlled conditions.18,19 It is much
harder to control all potentially important variables in long-term
outcome studies than in acute metabolic studies, and consequently there are no prospective studies of which we are aware in
which the responses of physiological outcome variables were
measured in response to progressively increasing levels of protein
intake. Several studies in older individuals have documented that
supplementation of the diet with amino acids or protein increases
lean body mass and function. Importantly, we are aware of no
studies that show that higher levels of protein intake fail to increase
lean mass or muscle function over time.
5. Conclusion and implications
The normal dinner includes more than 30 g of protein, which is
generally agreed to be sufﬁcient to elicit the maximal stimulation of
muscle protein synthesis. Consequently, it has been proposed that
the maximal total stimulation of muscle protein synthesis over the
day will be achieved by spreading protein intake out as opposed to
eating most daily protein at dinner, which is currently the most
common approach.2,20 This hypothesis assumes that the nutritional
goal of protein intake is the stimulation of muscle protein FSR.
However, the anabolic response is a function not only of the rate of
protein synthesis, but also of the rate of protein breakdown. We
believe that the total anabolic response to protein intake, particularly in the context of a complete meal that stimulates an insulin
response, is therefore incorrectly characterized by exclusive reliance on the FSR measurement. Extrapolation of the FSR response to
the conclusion that there is a maximal amount of protein in a meal
that can stimulate net protein anabolism is not justiﬁed. In our
opinion, the preponderance of evidence indicates that the more
protein in a meal, the more anabolism will be observed. This
perspective is supported by a recent publication in this journal21 in
which consumption of 80% of the 1.5 g protein/kg BW/day in
a single meal was more anabolic than spreading the same amount
of protein intake throughout the day. If the limit to the maximal
anabolic response of 30 g/meal, the approach of providing most
protein in one meal would have been unsuccessful in achieving the
optimal anabolic response. The practical implication of this
conclusion is that protein nutrition can be improved by increasing
the protein intake at breakfast and lunch and maintaining a high
amount of protein intake with dinner, or increasing the amount of
protein eaten with dinner if that is more convenient. Alternatively,
replacing low quality proteins with high quality proteins,
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